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ABSTRACT

While being an effective framework of learning a shared

model across multiple edge devices, federated learning (FL)

is generally vulnerable to Byzantine attacks from adversar-

ial edge devices. While existing works on FL mitigate such

compromised devices by only aggregating a subset of the

local models at the server side, they still cannot successfully

ignore the outliers due to imprecise scoring rule. In this

paper, we propose an effective Byzantine-robust FL frame-

work, namely dummy contrastive aggregation, by defining a

novel scoring function that sensitively discriminates whether

the model has been poisoned or not. Key idea is to extract

essential information from every local models along with

the previous global model to define a distance measure in a

manner similar to triplet loss. Numerical results validate the

advantage of the proposed approach by showing improved

performance as compared to the state-of-the-art Byzantine-

resilient aggregation methods, e.g., Krum, Trimmed-mean,

and Fang.

Index Terms— distributed learning, federated learning,

edge computing, privacy-preserved, security-preserved

1. INTRODUCTION

Success of deep learning has been built upon massive utiliza-

tion of data examples [1] by summarizing the core informa-

tion into deep neural networks. While traditional deep learn-

ing assumes availability of the entire data set at the central

server side, such assumption becomes impractical when deal-

ing with private data, e.g., medical data of the patients. Fed-

erated learning (FL) [2, 3] mitigates this privacy constraint by

sharing the model parameter vector instead of data itself so

that multiple distributed users (e.g., hospitals) can achieve a

single shared AI model (e.g., disease predictor) as if it were

trained with the whole data set.

However, due to the nature of sharing the model param-

eter vector instead of data set, FL is generally more vulner-
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed dummy contrastive aggre-

gation for the design of secure FL. Based on the proposed

triplet distance that uses the previous round’s global model as

an anchor, the proposed FL is robust to Byzantine attacks.

able to adversarial settings, which cannot apply robust learn-

ing techniques that mitigates outlier that works directly on the

data set (see, e.g., [4] for robust loss design via t-logarithm).

Accordingly, FL is susceptible to a variety of Byzantine fail-

ures, e.g., data poisoning [5] and model poisoning [6], [7]

attacks, which leads to performance degradation [6, 8] and/or

increased communication rounds [9].

To overcome the backdoor attacks in FL, various kinds of

aggregation rule at the central server side have been proposed,

namely Krum [10], Trimmed-mean [11], and Fang [12]. Es-

sentially, these approaches mitigate the outliers by comparing

the scores of the shared model parameter vectors that are de-

fined based on the pairwise distances between the shared local

models. However, as the scoring function is computed based

only on the distance between the local models, the pairwise

distance may lead to uninformative scoring function. To this

end, we propose to also utilize the global model at the previ-

ous round, which can play as an anchor that is likely to akin to

the benign devices as compared to the compromised devices,

to define a triplet distance as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore,

when computing the proposed triplet distance, instead of us-

ing the model parameter itself, we utilize feature vectors, or
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projected vectors [13, 14, 15], that is obtained by inferring

some dummy data to the model parameter vector of interest.

In this paper, we generate dummy data following standard

Gaussian distribution.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we summarize existing Byzantine-Resilient

aggregation strategies, namely Krum [10], Trimmed-mean

[11], and Fang [12]. While Krum and Trimmed-mean work

without any additional data set, Fang assumes availability of

extra data set so as to further improve the performance of

Krum or Trimmed-mean. In the following, we denote β as

the number of transmitted compromised edge devices known

a priori for aforementioned aggregation rules.

Krum [10]: Given M locally updated models, Krum se-

lects a single model for aggregation per each global epoch

ge. Precisely, Krum first computes the ℓ2-pairwise distance

across every edge devices’ models to compute the score of

the ith model as

skrumℓ2,i
=

∑

θj∈ℑi,M−β−2

||vec(θj)− vec(θi)||2, (1)

where vec(·) denotes vectorization operation, and ℑi,M−β−2

is the set of M − β − 2 models that excludes β − 2 models

that are most apart from the ith model in ℓ2 distance manner.

Then, the central server selects a single model which has the

smallest score as

krumβ = θikrum for ikrum = argmin
i

skrumℓ2,i
. (2)

Trimmed-mean [11]: Trimmed-mean removes the im-

pact of outliers by taking the mean that excludes extreme

models. Similar to Kurm, Trimmed-mean first computes the

ℓ2-pairwise distance scores as

strimℓ2,i
=

M
∑

j=1

||vec(θj)− vec(θi)||2. (3)

Note that the score is computed with respect to all available

pairs. Then the central server sorts the models in an ascending

order based on the computed score sℓ2,i. Once sorted, the

central server removes the largest and smallest β models and

aggregate the remaining M − 2β models as

trminβ =
1

M − 2β

∑

θm∈ℑtrim
M−2β

θm, (4)

where ℑtrim
M−2β is the set of M − 2β remaining models. Note

that the trimming parameter β should be smaller than M/2.

Fang: [12]: Unlike Krum or Trimmed mean, Fang uti-

lizes the available global data Dg at the server-side to re-

move β models. While Fang can be built upon both Krum

and Trimmed mean, we focus here on Trimmed mean which

has been reported to show better performance than application

with Krum [12]. In order to compute scoring function for ith
model based on the available data set, Fang computes two ag-

gregation models, one being the triminβ (4) with total M
models; while the other the triminβ (4) using M − 1 models

that excludes the ith model. We accordingly denote the corre-

sponding Trimmed mean models as Ai and Bi, respectively.

Then the central server computes the scoring function serr,i
for each edge device i as

serr,i = L(Ai;Dg)− L(Bi;Dg), (5)

where L(θ;D) is the loss function of model θ using data set

D. Then, the central server discards β models which have the

lowest scores serr,i to aggregate the M−β remaining models

ℑfang
M−β as

fangβ =
1

M − β

∑

θm∈ℑfang

M−β

θm. (6)

3. SYSTEM MODEL

3.1. Federated setting

In this paper, we focus on the scenario of applying FL under

targeted [6] and untargeted [7] model poisoning attacks. The

federated learning network consists of M edge devices in-

cluding B benign devices and C compromised edge devices,

communicating through the central server. Each edge device

m = 1, . . . ,M holds a different local dataset Dm that pos-

sibly contains a different number |Dm| of data points, i.e.,

dm,1, dm,2, ..., dm,|Dm|, with ith data example for mth device

dm,i. The goal of FL is to train a globally shared model based

on the edge devices’ dataset {Dm}Mm=1 without sending data

to the central server. Mathematically, the training objective of

FL can be written as F (θ) , 1

M

∑M
m=1

fm(θ), where F (θ) is

the global empirical loss over the entire edge devices’ dataset

{Dm}Mm=1, with the local empirical loss for edge device m
defined as fm(θ) = 1

|Dm|

∑

dm,i∈Dm
L(θ; dm,i), denoting

L(θ; dn,i) as the local loss function for data dn,i computed

from the model parameter θ. In order to minimize the train-

ing objective F (θ), FL performs G global epochs, in other

words, G communication rounds between edge devices and

the central server.

3.2. Benign model update

At each global epoch ge, every benign edge devices locally

update their model with their own data based on the shared

global model θge from the central server. Precisely, each be-

nign edge device b ∈ B initializes θge to θb,le=0

ge−1 and trains

its model θb,le=0
ge

up to local epoch le = L with its own local



data Db. Assuming Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) op-

timization [16], at each local epoch le ≤ L, the local update

rule can be written as

θb,le+1
ge

← θb,lege
− γ∇

θ
b,le
ge
Lce(θ

b,le
ge

; D̃b) (7)

θb,le=0
ge

= θge ,

with subset D̃b with N examples, sampled from the local

data set Db. Here, γ is the local learning rate and Lce(·) de-

notes the cross entropy loss [16]. Once this local training is

finished, benign edge devices transmit their trained models

θb,le=L
ge

to the central server. Note that at the very first global

epoch ge = 0, the global model parameter θge=0 is randomly

initialized.

3.3. Compromised model update

We now introduce targeted [6] and untargeted [7] model

poisoning updates for compromised edge devices. The goal

of targeted model poisoning attack is to modify the global

model’s behavior on a small number of samples while main-

taining the overall performance [17]. In contrast, the untar-

geted model only aims at degrading the performance of the

global model [8], [18].

Targeted attack [6]: In targeted attack, compromised

edge devices c ∈ C perform additional step from (7) as

follows:

θc,le=L
ge

←
attack

θc,le=L
ge

+ δcge , (8)

δcge = λ(θc,le=L
ge

− θge),

with boosting factor λ that is designed to satisfy the compro-

mised edge device’s objective.

Untargeted attack [7]: In untargeted attack, compro-

mised edge devices c ∈ C transmit the fake update without

performing (7) as follows:

θc,le=L
ge

←
attack

η(θ′ − θge), (9)

θ′ ∼ N (0, I),

where η is the scaling factor andN (0, I) denotes the standard

multivariate Gaussian distribution.

4. DUMMY CONTRASTIVE AGGREGATION

We now present the proposed aggregation method that is de-

signed to alleviate the compromised devices introduce above.

First key idea is to define a new scoring function in the pro-

jected vector domain unlike Krum or Trimmed mean. Since

projected vector requires some input data to obtain the feature

vector, we proposed to consider a dummy image as input for

computing the scores.

At first, the central server randomly generates N dummy

data {ξn}Nn=1 where each nth sample has its element gener-

ated from the standard normal Gaussian N (0, 1). We set the

size of each dummy input ξn to be same as the input of the

true data example dm,i. With the generated dummy data set

{ξn}Nn=1, the projected vector p of the M local models and

the global model are defined as

pm = g
θ
m,le=L
ge

({ξn}
N
n=1) ∈ R

N×O, (10)

pg = gθge−1
({ξn}

N
n=1) ∈ R

N×O,

where gθ(·) denotes the neural network functionality before

the last fully connected (FC) layer. Here, O is the dimension

of the projected vector for each dummy input ξn, which is de-

termined by the neural network architecture. Then the central

server computes the dummy contrastive score sdc,m for each

received model θm,le=L
ge

as follows:

sdc,i =

M
∑

j=1

(

Lbce(pg; pj) + Lbce(pg; pi)
)

, (11)

with the loss Lbce defined as

Lbce(x; y) =
1

O

O
∑

o=1

−((yo·log σ(xo)+(1−yo)·log(1−σ(xo))),

(12)

with sigmoid function σ(·). Note that in (12), we didn’t con-

sider yo as the probability measure to directly use the unnor-

malized logit vector pm. Finally, the central server sorts the

models in an ascending order according to sdc,m with respect

to the other models. After sorting, the central server removes

the largest β models and aggregate the remainingM−β mod-

els as follows:

θge+1 ←
1

M − β

∑

θm∈ℑcont
M−β

θm, (13)

where ℑcont
M−β is the set of M − β remaining models. After

all, θge+1 is used for the next global epoch ge and we repeat

the procedure until ge reaches the predefined value G.

5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

5.1. Experiment setting

We use blood cell images dataset [19] with ResNet-18 [20]

classifier. We compare the proposed aggregation rule with

Krum, Trimmed-mean, and Fang which are the commonly

used methods in FL under adversarial setting. The consid-

ered blood cell microscope dataset consists of training set of

11,959 examples, validation set of 1,712 examples and a test

set of 3,421 examples. We set the dimension of the projected

vector O as 512. Additionally, we adopt quantity skew [21]

over M = 10 edge devices to take into account for non iid FL

setting. Other hyperparameter setting is available at the open

source code1.

1https://github.com/yjlee22/byzantineFL
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Fig. 2: Test accuracy with respect to global epoch ge without

any Byzantine attacks.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Without Byzantine attacks.

First, we check whether the proposed robust scheme works

well enough as vanilla FL scheme, FedAvg [2], when there

is no byzantine attacks. To check the convergence of pro-

posed method, we examine the test accuracy with respect to

global epoch ge. According to Fig. 2, we can observe that

the global model trained by the proposed method converge as

well as vanilla FedAvg. Therefore, it can be confirmed that

the proposed approach can achieve approximately the same

performance as the vanilla aggregation with a slight decrease

in the rate of convergence.

5.2.2. Impact of Byzantine percentage

To check the backdoor attack effect, we examine the mini-

mum test error rate after sufficient global epochs, as a func-

tion of the ratio of compromised edge devices p := C/M .

Additionally, we set β to C which is a key parameter for

Krum, Trimmed-mean, and Fang. According to Fig. 3, un-

like conventional approaches, it is shown that the proposed

method works well regardless of the type of model poisoning

attack. The proposed method outperforms all the schemes,

while reaching the similar performance as compared to Fang,

which requires additional global data. Note that our scheme

does not require any extra data.

5.2.3. Impact of non-iid degree

To investigate the impact of non-iid degree α over Byzantine

failures, we now compare the minimum test error rate with

respect to α in a logarithmic scale. Note that, the data distri-

bution of edge devices becomes closer to iid as α increases.

In this experiment, the ratio of compromised devices is fixed

to p = 0.3. From Fig. 4, we can observe that the test error rate

of proposed method decreases faster than the other Byzantine-

resilient methods as α increases. Unlike the proposed method
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age of compromised (model poisoning attacks) edge devices

p after sufficient round G of communication rounds.
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degree α after sufficient round G of communication rounds

in the presence of Byzantine attacks (model poisoning).

and krum, we can also see that other techniques have differ-

ent trends depending on the type of Byzantine attacks. There-

fore, it can be confirmed that the proposed method shows a

consistent tendency regardless of the type of Byzantine attack

and non-iid degree. From this result, we believe that proposed

method is more robust to backdoor attacks than existing meth-

ods in real-world problems.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed dummy contrastive aggregation

via alleviating Byzantine attacks which degrades the per-

formance of FL. Numerical results verify that the proposed

approach outperforms the existing byzantine FL techniques,

Krum, Trimmed-mean, and Fang, under the blood cell clas-

sification dataset, by simply changing the distance measure

that is more sensitive to outliers. Future work may consider

meta-learning [22, 23] for designing a dummy input to further

improve the performance of FL with increased robustness to

Byzantine attacks.
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